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In attendance
John Benn (Department of Conservation)
Gerard Cleary (Waimakariri District Council)
Environment Canterbury: Lesley Woudberg (Team Leader Zone Facilitator), Stefanie Rixecker
(Director Science), Caroline Hart (Programme Manager), Dann Olykan (Team Leader
CWMS), Anita Fulton (Senior Strategy Advisor), Dennis Jamieson (Project Leader-Water
Infrastructure), Barbara Nicholas (Contractor), Louise McDonald (Senior Committee Advisor)

Welcome
Cr Claire McKay welcomed Hugh Logan to the meeting. She explained that he had been
appointed as independent chair by the regional council following consultation with the Mayors
of Canterbury and the Ngāi Tahu Kaiwhakahaere.
Hugh Logan introduced himself and invited Karaitiana Taiuru to open the meeting with a
karakia.
1.

Apologies
Apologies were received and accepted from Peter McIlraith, Cr Peter Scott, Hamish
McFarlane and Nicky Hyslop
For lateness: Dr Alistair Humphrey

2

Conflicts of interest
Hugh Logan reminded members of the register of interests held for the committee and
declared his interests.

3

Minutes of the previous meeting 12 June 2018
Refer pages 1 to 7 of agenda
The general consensus of the Canterbury Water Management Strategy Regional
Committee:
Confirmed the minutes of the Regional Water Management Committee meeting
held on 12 June 2018, as a true and correct record, subject to the following
amendments to item 6 ‘Next ten years of the Canterbury Water Management
Strategy’:
Drinking water / recreation and amenity opportunities
The group considered drinking water only. Note that the CWMS targets relate
to protection of the drinking water sources (ground or surface water) and not
drinking water post-treatment.
o focus in the strategy is correct – existing targets for 2010, 2015 and 2020 are
still work in progress so could roll them forward
Questions/observations
o nitrate concentrations – nitrates in the system. Targets need to reflect the
fact that in some areas it’ll get worse before getting better. Provide annual N
maps to keep track.
o Should different contaminants be considered separately in the targets, e.g.
Pathogens and N, are the risks different?
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o Should private and community wells be considered separately, again are the
risks different? Are the locations of all private wells even known?
o technology – what opportunities are there for more intervention, e.g. MAR,
and what appetite is there for that from the community, affordability, etc.?
o need to know where to focus attention – is there sufficient monitoring and
modelling to identify future risk areas/areas where existing treatment won’t be
sufficient?
o Source Water Quality Target 5 (Community Public Health/Drinking Water
Standards) blurs into beyond source (source water targets and delivered water
targets)
o Reduce duplication – the actions needed link to the environmental quality
and flow limits

4

Matters arising
It was agreed to keep on the agenda for future meetings discussion on adding
biodiversity to Schedule 7 of the Land and Water Regional Plan that lists matters to be
included in Farm Environment Plans.

ITEMS FOR DISCUSSION
5

Urban Water – 3 Waters
Refer pages 8 to 10 of the agenda
Stefanie Rixecker and Gerard Cleary presented this report with a PowerPoint
presentation.
Stefanie explained that the Canterbury Drinking Water Reference Group included
representatives from the 10 Canterbury territorial authorities, Canterbury District Health
Board and Environment Canterbury. They have identified areas of responsibility and are
developing a work plan. A stocktake of 3 waters, including budget information from the
councils’ Long-Term Plans has been drafted, as requested, for the Canterbury Mayoral
Forum.
Responding to a question about tangata whenua involvement in the Reference Group,
Stefanie advised that tangata whenua are not represented on the Group, but the Group
are very aware of drinking water issues for Marae.
Mayor Winton Dalley advised that the Mayoral Forum do make submissions to central
government on matters they all agree with, but individual councils also make individual
submissions. The Forum recognises that there are differences between urban and rural
water issues.
There was discussion regarding what practical mitigation strategies were being
considered and will the monitoring regime change as water quality changes over time.
It was observed that the CWMS focus was the quality of ground and surface water that
goes into the system.
Gerard Cleary explained that science is being obtained to have a better understanding
and monitoring will continue.

Dr Alistair Humphrey joined the meeting at 1.50pm
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Gerard then spoke about the work being done by the stormwater forum. This included
establishing a vision and goals, sharing technical design best practice and providing
advocacy and leadership.
Wastewater is also a key focus for councils but there are fewer issues at a regional level
than with drinking water and stormwater.
The Committee considered what its contribution to 3 waters should be and agreed that
it was important to keep abreast of national/regional/local momentum and identify any
risks for the CWMS. The following comments were provided:
• Consider long and short-term action to prevent nitrates getting into aquifers.
• Facilitate education for urban communities about what people can do to help
improve stormwater quality.
• Share information and knowledge obtained from the councils with the zone
committees.
• The CWMS targets are a very good starting point.
• The role of this committee to provide advice to Environment Canterbury that
will support the CWMS and its objectives.
• Share information with the rural community about what the urban community
is doing and vice versa.
• Talk to other agencies, e.g. NZ Transport Agency about their work and how it
impacts on water quality.

6

Canterbury Water Management Strategy Fit for Future Update
Refer pages 11 to 17 of the agenda
Dann Olykan introduced this report and provided some background on the work on
targets that led to a project to develop goals for 2025 and 2030.
Hugh Logan commented that this was an opportunity to sharpen up the goals and make
them clearer, meaningful and easier to measure. The Committee should be looking at
the principles when reviewing the goals.
The following comments were provided:
• Some targets are duplicated.
• Need to refer back to the core quality and flow targets at the beginning of the
targets report.
• Keep a watching brief on issues and changes occurring at the national level.
• Think about where the science is going.
• Allocate resources to get to 2040 targets, e.g. Environment Canterbury’s LongTerm Plan
• When dealing with complex systems a lot of small measure are needed so that
accurate results can be obtained.
• Reports on targets should include an explanation of why targets are not met due
to budget constraints.
• The CWMS is aspirational, the regional committee provides advice to the regional
council. The council then delivers through policy, policy statements and plans.
• The Resource Management Act is about effects, inputs are dealt with elsewhere.
• Look at the CWMS vision and what society demands.

The meeting adjourned from 2.50 to 3.10 pm
Item 9 was then considered
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9.

Farming at Good Management Practice
Refer pages 21 to 23 of the agenda
Hugh Logan introduced this item by stressing that farming at good management practice
is a very important part of the CWMS and one of its key foundations.
Clare McDaniel spoke to a powerpoint presentation and provided an update on progress
on the farming at good management practice campaign.
Advertising to the urban community what the rural community is doing was supported
and it was suggested that it would also be useful to let the rural community know of the
work being done in the urban community to improve water quality.

Cr Sara Templeton left at 3.55 pm
The point was made that minimum standards are not aspirational. A lot of farmers are
doing better than good management practice but may not yet be documented.

7

Updates from Wellington
Refer pages 18 to 20 of the agenda
A copy of an email dated 14 August 2018 from Murray Doak, Ministry for Primary
Industries. This included advice that water infrastructure projects are eligible for
Provincial Growth Fund on a case by case basis.
Hugh Logan reported that a lot of work is underway in the Ministry for the Environment
including input into the Land and Water Forum and working with the Maori Reference
Group.
John Benn, Department of Conservation, presented his report (attached to the agenda).
Since that report was prepared the Minister has released the NZ Threat Classification
System report on freshwater (available on the Department’s website). John also advised
that a PhD student has completed a study on restoration of islands in braided rivers.

8.

Zone Committee Updates
Christchurch West Melton
Les Wanhalla was pleased to report that Local Government NZ has passed a remit
calling for central government to limit or eliminate the copper content of vehicle brake
pads.
The zone committee now has a single point of contact at the Christchurch City Council.
They are working with the Waimakariri Zone Committee.
Waimakariri
Carolyne Latham reported that the Waimakariri Zone Committee is busy with the ZIP
Addendum. They have held workshops to get community views on issues including
nitrates and winter grazing. Most of the attendees at these workshops have been
farmers and the committee would like to see more urban residents and people with
lifestyle blocks attend.
The zone committee is concerned about the lack of biodiversity and are looking to how
that fits in to the ZIP Addendum.
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Selwyn Waihora
Karaitiana Taiuru explained that the zone committee was working on relationship
building. The Te Waihora Co-Governance Group attended a workshop with the zone
committee on 7 August. Members of the Lincoln Youth spoke to the zone committee
about the youth voice and the committee will invite them back to participate in a meeting.
Banks Peninsula
Fiona Nicol explained that an interesting issue in Banks Peninsula is that about 70% of
drinking water comes from private springs through informal relationships.
Hurunui Waiau
Mayor Winton Dalley advised that a meeting of the Waiau River Reach Group was held
to discuss the BRIDGE (braided rivers) project.
Kaikōura
Ted Howard referred the meeting to page 30 of the agenda with the NIWA article about
the restoration of the Lyell Creek/Waikōau catchment.

Working Group Updates
Recreation and Amenity Working Group
Hugh Canard reported that as a result of the regional committee’s recommendations
Environment Canterbury commissioned Visitor Solutions to undertake work on
understanding freshwater and amenity values. The scope included a literature review,
identifying gaps in information and recommending a high level conceptual plan for how
this information might be used to greater effect in the future.
It seems that developing the draft report and reviewing the scale of the data just hasn’t
been done before. The researchers couldn’t find any template for what we are doing.
The steering group has received the draft report. It’s still a work in progress as the
consultant works through the working group’s feedback. A key recommendation will be
using existing and any new data needed to build on the current use of GIS resources. It
will be an excellent foundation for future work to enable recreations to integrate more
effectively with the CWMS fit for the future project.
The Recreation and Amenity Working Group will work with Environment Canterbury over
the next 6 weeks to finalise the current draft, and to come up with advice to the regional
committee as to the next steps and how it should be socialised. For iwi the distinction
between recreation and gathering mahinga kai is blurred.
Hugh Canard said that although the issues are complicated, they should not be dumbed
down. The next meeting of the regional committee will be an opportunity to access the
implications for the CWMS and how the report is turned into action.
Infrastructure Working Group
Ross Millichamp reported on a briefing from the Ministry for Primary Industries. With the
new government there is now a pause on funding for infrastructure.
The fish screen review group is looking at fish screen performance, to see if the screens
are meeting consent conditions and if they actually function. Irrigation NZ with NIWA
have put in a bid to the sustainable fund to fund science on native fish migration.
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10.

Facilitators Update
Refer pages 24 to 33 of the agenda
Lesley Woudberg presented this report and circulated draft information about the
opening day for the Hekeao/Hinds River project on Sunday 23 September.

11.

Other Business
It was noted that the Education Communication Working Group hasn’t meet for a while.
Instead of arranging meetings it was agreed that education and communication should
be a regular agenda item for the regional committee.
Freedom camping (or irresponsible camping) was raised as a problem in many areas.
A report on the what the Canterbury Mayoral Forum has done on this will be provided to
the next meeting.
Other items for future meetings:
• the one billion trees project
• water efficiency update
• Environment Canterbury metering data and how this fits into the Office of the Auditor
General report – ‘Monitoring how water is used for irrigation.’

The meeting closed at 4.38 pm, with a karakia from Karaitiana Taiuru

Confirmed

Date _______________

Chairperson ________________
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Agenda Item No: 5.

Subject Matter:
Farm Environment Plans & Audits

Report to:

CWMS - Target/s Areas

Canterbury Water Management Strategy
Regional Committee

Report by:

Environmental Limits
Water-use efficiency
Kaitiakitanga
Ecosystem health/biodiversity
Drinking water
Recreation and amenity

Date of Meeting:

Ian Brown (Environment Canterbury)

9 October 2018

Purpose
To provide the Regional Committee with a briefing on Farm Environment Plans and the
Independent Audit system that has been put in place.

Recommendation
That the Canterbury Water Management Strategy Regional Committee:
1. Notes the progress being made by the introduction of Farm Environment Plans
and the Independent Auditing system.

Report
The Committee received a report during its last meeting on “Farming at Good Management
Practice Consents Campaigns”. This report provided the committee with a brief overview of
the numbers of farmers in the process of lodging consents to farm.
As part of the consent process farmers are required to prepare a Farm Environment Plan
that is independently audited. The Farm Environment Plan and the auditing system that has
been developed are the engine room of change.
What are we beginning to see?
•
•
•
•
•

1200 audits completed last season
Audit grades have improved
Systems and practices are changing
Attitudes are changing from suspicion to acceptance
There is pride in a good audit grade

Attachments
1. Summary brochure – Good Management Practice and Farm Environment Plan
Audits
2. Letter dated 1 October from the Otrari-Temuka-Opihi-Pareora Water Zone
Committee- for discussion
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How frequently are farms audited?
The date of first audits is either 12 months from approval of the
Land Use Consent or determined by the farm’s scheme or collective.
Timeframes for subsequent audits depend
on the previous grade:

A grade = 3 years (four within an irrigation scheme)
B grade = 2 years
C grade = 12 months

Receiving a C or D audit
grade is a sign that
something is wrong.

D grade = 6 months
Change in manager or farm systems = 12 months

What do the audit grades mean?
A and B grades are compliant with the Land Use Consent;
while C and D grades are non-compliant and are considered a fail.
To receive an A grade a farmer needs to achieve a high level of competency across
all Good Management Practices.
Receiving a C or D audit grade is a signal that something is wrong and the farm is
not meeting the agreed Good Management Practices or property nitrogen loss limits.
The farmer is expected to develop an action plan in response to the issues identified
by the auditor. The action plan will be included in the Farm Environment Plan, and is
required before the farmer can receive an A or B grade on the next audit, which will
be within 6 months (D grade) or a year (C grade). Another C or D grade will result in
action being taken to require improvement.

Independent, qualified auditors
All Farm Environment Plan auditors are independent and certified by Environment
Canterbury or connected to an Environment Canterbury-approved ISO accredited
audit programme, such as Synlait’s Lead with Pride, to ensure their competency
and consistency.

Summary

Checks are made on the proficiency of the auditor and their adherence to the
Canterbury FEP Auditor Manual. They also undertake training in particular areas
such as mahinga kai.

Good Management Practice and
Farm Environment Plan Audits.

Using the audit data
Farm Environment Plan audit information is used for planning and to
support Environment Canterbury’s work. It is reported to communities,
Ngāi Tahu and industry to demonstrate progress towards meeting the
Good Management Practice standards.

The journey to improve
our freshwater.

This information is treated as private, and is reported at an aggregated level.
Environment Canterbury does not receive audit information from individual
farms managed under an Irrigation Scheme, Principal Water Supplier or the
Hurunui Waiau Collective. Instead, the registered FEP auditor liaises directly
between the schemes or collective and Environment Canterbury to provide
data at an aggregated level.

This brochure summarises the GMP, FEP and Audit process, and is not a comprehensive guide. For full details of the requirements, go to www.canterburywater.farm
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Water Management Goals
Since the Canterbury Water Management Strategy was
introduced in 2010, our community has been working
together to plan and implement the best ways to
manage our freshwater.

Goals:

• To support community use
(mahinga kai, drinking water and recreation)

• To achieve ecosystem health
• To support sustainable
economic development

Industry Agreed Good
Management Practices
for farmers

What are the expectations?

In 2015, a group from across the agricultural industries
worked together to agree a set of Good Management
Practices (GMPs). This set the standard for what farmers
should, at the minimum, be achieving.

Working through the Farm Environment Plan (FEP) helps
to recognise on-farm environmental risks and set out a
programme to manage those risks. Each FEP is unique.
It reflects the local climate and soils, the type of farming
operation, the requirements in the local planning rules,
and the goals and aspirations of the land user.

In Canterbury today,
farming to Good
Management Practices
is now an accepted
part of good business.

Farm Environment Plans

Land Use Consent to Farm

To apply GMPs to their own farm, each Canterbury farmer
must create a Farm Environment Plan.

Resource consents allow people or organisations to do
something, within set standards, that may have an effect
on our environment. Under the Canterbury Land and
Water Regional Plan, some 2300 farmers now have or
require a Land Use Consent to Farm, and a further 1500 are
already consented under a collective or irrigation scheme.

A FEP is a living document; a report card to scrutinise farm
performance against each Good Management Practice.

Mahinga kai targets in FEPs

Farming is essential for our economy and as the food
basket for our communities. We acknowledge that
farming has an impact on the land. Both experience and
science tell us that farming and the environment can work
together in synergy, with the right checks and balances.

Mahinga kai is about the value of natural resources –
our birds, plants, fish, and other animals and resources
that sustain life, including the life of people.

The conditions of the consent vary from zone to zone.
They make sure that the FEP requirements are met and
include a limit on allowable nitrogen losses.
A condition of the Land Use Consent is that the Farm
Environment Plan and the nitrogen limits are audited
within a year of approval of the Land Use Consent to farm.

Nitrogen loss limits
The nitrogen loss limit is a measure of the environmental
footprint within which the farm can operate.

That’s why, within Canterbury, farmers are required to
work within ever-increasing expectations.

Everyone has a part to play in protecting and
enhancing mahinga kai. As the current guardians of the
land where mahinga kai species live, landowners have
clear responsibilities.

Our requirements are already the toughest in the
country. In particularly sensitive areas like Selwyn
Waihora, they will continue to tighten. It’s about making
a difference, now, so that the effects of the past can begin
to be mitigated and we can look to a sustainable future.

Since 2017, farmers in the Cultural Landscape Values Area
around Te Waihora in the Selwyn Catchment have had
mahinga kai values and targets in their FEPs. From 2018
many Farm Environment Plans in Canterbury will need to
contain specific mahinga kai targets.

To work out the maximum amount of allowable nitrogen
losses, farmers first need to establish what their nitrogen
losses are.

The focus in Canterbury has now shifted from planning
to monitoring and review of Land Use Consents, property
nitrogen loss limits and Farm Environment Plans, and the
implementation of an audit programme. Environment
Canterbury is the first regional council in New Zealand to
introduce such a comprehensive review process.

The audit – how and what?

Farming to GMP is
now an accepted part
of good business.

MONITOR

The Farm Environment
Plan Audit

REVIEW
PLAN

From Planning
to Action –

DO

This brochure summarises the GMP, FEP and Audit process, and is not a comprehensive guide. For full details of the requirements, go to www.canterburywater.farm

The FEP Audit closes the loop by recognising all of the GMP
work that the farmer has implemented and the limits they are
working to, and provides a measurable process to enforce
these expectations.
During the audit, the farmer must present evidence that their
farming meets the standards expected from the Industry
Agreed Good Management Practices as well as the property
nitrogen loss limits and any specific conditions of the land
use consent.
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The nitrogen losses for each farm are determined from a
baseline of several years’ farming operations on that land,
and are usually set to reduce over time.

This is usually done with the help of a farm advisor.

Getting ready for the audit takes some time, as it involves
many different types of evidence. These include records
relating to all Good Management Practices, as well as
farm diaries, photos, soil records, inspection sheets and,
maintenance records and nitrogen loss calculations.
Information is also required for a pre-audit check covering
a review of the FEP, the nutrient budget, land use consent,
and previous audit results.
The auditor reviews the documentation and asks questions
about farming practices. They will view the farm, noting
Good Management Practices in place and areas for
improvement, and will provide an audit report, grade,
and actions for improvement.
The farmer reviews the audit report before it is finalised and
provided to Environment Canterbury, the irrigation scheme
or farm collective.

This brochure summarises the GMP, FEP and Audit process, and is not a comprehensive guide. For full details of the requirements, go to www.canterburywater.farm

Item 5 Attachment 2

Hugh Logan, Chair
Regional Water Management Committee
C/o Lesley Woudberg, Facilitator
lesley.woudberg@ecan.govt.nz
OTOP Water Management Zone Committee
C/o Barb Gilchrist, Zone Facilitator
barb.gilchrist@ecan.govt.nz
1 October 2018
Dear Hugh
The Orari–Temuka–Opihi–Pareora (OTOP) Water Zone Committee, as part of the subregional planning process, have been working to make recommendations for water
management in the zone.
During committee discussions, there have been concerns that Farm Environment Plans
(FEPs) and Farm Management Plans (FMPs) may be missing some key components; one of
which is biodiversity. The committee understand that this cannot be addressed within their
recommendations, however they wish to suggest that the regional committee consider support
for including biodiversity within FEPs and FMPs. The zone committee agree that this would
support the step change in biodiversity that Environment Canterbury are seeking.
Another issue that the committee are keen to support is making FMPs more robust, with the
same content as a FEP. The committee suggest that perhaps these could be renamed as a
Non-auditable FEP.
The committee appreciate your consideration of these matters and welcome the opportunity
to discuss them further with you.
Kind regards

pp

Hamish McFarlane
Chair, OTOP Water Zone Committee
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Agenda Item No:

6.

Subject Matter: CWMS Fit for the Future
Project

Report to: Canterbury Water
Management Strategy Regional
Committee

CWMS – Target/s Areas

Report by:

Date of meeting

Dann Olykan, Environment Canterbury

9 October 2018

All 10 Target/s Areas

Purpose
1. The purpose of this paper is to:
•

update the Regional Water Management Committee on the progress of the
Canterbury Water Management Strategy (CWMS) Fit for the Future project; and

•

seek the Committee’s:
o

Views on the draft goals set out in Appendix 1.

o

Initial thoughts on the key implementation issues (Appendix 2 sets out those
that have emerged from the process thus far) to allow the CWMS goals to be
achieved.

Report
Key points
2. The CWMS Fit for the Future project has gone through its first iteration of
engagement with Task Groups, a Goals Working Group, and groups and individuals
with an interest in the project. These include Zone Committees, Te Paiherenga,
territorial authorities, district health boards, and sector and community groups.
3. This set of engagements has generated a draft set of CWMS goals for 2025 and
2030, and raised a number of implementation issues.
4. The Regional Committee is being asked to review the draft goals generated by the
engagement process. Any refinements or suggestions made by the Regional
Committee can then be fed back to the Task Groups.
5. As part of this process, any observations made about implementation issues will also
be able to be fed back to the different Task Groups.

Background
6. The Regional Water Management Committee is taking a lead role in developing
advice to the Canterbury Mayoral Forum on 2025 and 2030 goals for the ten target
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areas of the CWMS, and complementary advice on what is needed to support
delivery of the Strategy.
7. The approach for developing this advice includes:
•

While the CWMS framework is basically sound, the success statements that
help provide context for the Strategy’s target areas and goals could be refreshed

•

The establishment of six Task Groups to focus on the ten target areas

•

A Goals Working Group to consider how the draft goals work together, and to
provide coordinated advice to the Committee, including on mechanisms required
to support delivery of the goals

•

Working with territorial authorities, Zone Committees, sector and community
groups, district health boards, Ngāi Tahu, and central government agencies on
the draft goals and supporting actions

•

Reflecting the collaborative ethos of the CWMS through bringing together a
range of interests and perspectives to develop the draft goals and supporting
actions.

Process of goals development so far

8. Five of the six Task Groups have had the first of two workshops. The Goals Working
Group has met to consider the outcome of the first round of Task Group meetings,
and material based on the Task Groups and Goals Working Group discussions has
been sent to a range of groups during a first round of engagement. These groups
include Zone Committees, Te Paiherenga, community and sector groups, district
health boards, territorial authorities, and central government agencies.

Draft Goals
9. Appendix 1 contains a set of draft goals for 2025 and 2030. While the draft goals are
very much a work in progress, they are the results of the goals development process
set out above and have some level of ownership by the groups involved so far. They
should be used as the basis for discussion by the Regional Committee.
10. Appendix 1 sets out the draft goals under each of the CWMS’s target areas, in the
following format:
i. The theme of the goals
ii. The 2020 and 2040 targets, with the draft 2025 and 2030 goals interposed 1
iii. A quick summary of issues raised during engagement
1.

1

Percentage increases, or reductions for the 2025 and 2030 goals are yet to be determined so are
denoted with ‘X%’ for further analysis.
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2

iv. A Notes section designed to give a flavour of some considerations the
Committee might wish to give to the draft goal.
11. As yet there has been no meeting of the Task Group for the Regional and National
Economic Indicators target area. When the Task Group on Regional and National
Economic Indicators meets, one of the matters it will be asked to consider is whether
the target areas and goals provide a clear enough picture of the impact of the
management of water on the Canterbury regional economy. Any views on this would
be welcome, including on how conventional economic indicators (for example,
employment, contribution to GDP for agriculture and other sectors) can be
supplemented by information on the value of the range of other uses that water can
be put to - amenity, recreational, cultural – and how externalities can be considered
in the best way.

Particular Issues for goal development
12. When considering the draft goals, the Committee might also want to consider a
range of other issues that have been raised by the Task Groups, Goals Working
Groups and those with an interest in the Fit for the Future project. These take three
forms.
13. First, there are issues that were raised on a number of occasions that are directly
applicable to the development of the draft 2025 and 2030 goals and which cut across
a number of target areas. Table 1 (below) sets these out. The Regional Committee
might wish to consider how these might be addressed as it works through the draft
goals.
Table 1 Target and Goal Issues

Issue

Discussion

Cultural expression of the
targets and goals – can the
goals be expressed in a
meaningful way
for tangata whenua – do they
speak to ki uta ki tai?

Ki uta ki tai is a focus in the CWMS 2020
Kaitiakitanga goal - integrated ki uta ki tai
environmental management philosophies into
zonal and regional management planning. A
draft goal for braided rivers incorporates ki uta
ki tai.
There are a couple of options for giving further
recognition to ki uta ki tai. One is to develop
some form of overarching statement for the
goals that recognises ki uta ki tai and possibly
also integrated catchment management. The
second is to develop a clear implementation
plan for the Kaitiakitanga goal.

Flow regimes – must recognise
recreational as well as mahinga
kai, environmental and cultural
use. Need to think about in the
context of climate change, and

Appendix 1 contains draft goals for flow
regimes for the Ecosystem Health and
Biodiversity, Natural Character of Braided
Rivers, Environmental Limits, Kaitiakitanga,
and Recreation and Amenity target areas.
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Issue

Discussion

the link between flow regimes,
water use efficiency, the
availability of water for economic
use, and storage.

Each of these references has its own
particular focus or outcome sought from a flow
regime.
Options for addressing the multiple references
to flow regimes include:
- continuing to address them separately in
each target area so that it is clear the outcome
being sought, and integrating the flow regimes
as a matter of planning practice
- addressing the need for flow regimes in one
place (probably the Environmental Limits
target area) but ensuring that the issues
raised during this goal-setting process are
clearly incorporated during limits setting.

Urban – while drinking water
has received some attention,
the impacts of urban stormwater
and wastewater (including septic
tanks) is not sufficiently
addressed.

There are a number of goals proposed for
drinking water.

Over allocation – there needs
to be a firm plan for addressing
over-allocation. This is to
ensure that recreational,
biodiversity and cultural needs
are met.

There is no goal that specifically addresses
over-allocation, although it is implied in the
2040 target that environmental flow and
catchment load limits are achieved in all
waterbodies, and the proposed 2025 and
2030 goals on consent reviews. Both of these
are included in the Environmental Limits target
area.

Separate goals for urban contaminants have
been proposed in the Environmental Limits
target area.

Implementation will need to consider a
diversity of tools/approaches.
Emerging Issues
14. There have also been a series of what might be termed ‘emerging issues’ that have
arisen from the work of the Task Groups, the Goals Working Group, and the
engagement process. These are set out in Table 2 below.
15. These are issues that might not necessarily lead directly to a goal, but which provide
context to the work of the Regional Committee, and which will need to be addressed
whether in a goal, a research programme, implementation actions or an information
programme.
Table 2 Emerging Issues
Issue

Discussion

Climate change - There is a
need for all goals to recognise
climate change. This is complex,

Each target area is going to need to address
climate change when goals are set. There
might be a challenge to do this based on
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it will affect a number of goals
including recreational and
environmental, economic,
irrigated land area, energy etc. It
may affect limits in plans.

current information. An implementation
challenge would be to do this, and integrate
cross the different goals.

Resilience -related to the above,
there was a general theme that
the CWMS needed to recognise
environmental and economic
resilience (especially climate
change, flooding, storms,
earthquakes and economic
diversity respectively)

Climate change, flooding and storms are all
to a greater or lesser extent linked to climate
change and variability and should be
considered as per above.

Achievability of goals – are all
goals realistically achievable –
for example, the irrigated land
goal, some of the ecosystem
health and biodiversity goals
given environmental lag times?

This will be the subject of further analysis by
the Project Team and will be considered by
the next round of Task Group meetings and
engagement meetings.

CWMS outcomes –
concern/lack of trust/scepticism
about whether the
implementation of the CWMS so
far has sufficiently considered
cultural, social and environmental
systems.

This can possibly be addressed through a
combination of five things:
-

Clear goals that are all achievable

-

Open and transparent reporting on the
goals

-

Addressing planning shortcomings when
monitoring and reporting shows that
goals may not be achieved

-

A clear implementation pathway that
includes roles, responsibilities and
funding, and involves buy-in by all arms
of government, sector groups, Ngāi Tahu
and community groups.
A programme of information and
education about what is working and
what is not.

-

Social capital - there has been a
considerable attitudinal change
since the start of the CWMS but
further gains must be made.
There is no target area for the
social capital improvements as
the result of the collaborative
approach taken in the CWMS, or
how those improvements can be
maintained and enhanced.

Suggestions for addressing this include
developing a separate target area, or taking
specific actions in an implementation plan.

Mātauranga Māori and
science– new measurement
systems must fully integrate

There will be a need to address information
and knowledge, including monitoring, in
implementation programmes. Some of the
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Mātauranga Māori and scientific
methodologies and
understandings. This also
includes the incorporation of
Tikanga Maori in monitoring
systems.

goals will require further information and data
collection and analysis.
There are proposed goals in the Kaitiakitanga
target area dealing with Mātauranga Māori
reporting.

Some groups have noted that
there are a number of areas
where further information will be
needed to measure proposed
goals.
2040 Targets feedback
16. Thirdly, there have been some suggestions for additions to or modifications of the
2040 targets. These are set out in Appendix 2.
17. There are some tactical considerations about whether or not to adjust the 2040
targets. On the one hand making some adjustments to reflect what has been
learned during the 10 years of the CWMS might be justified. On the other hand,
changes to the 2040 targets risks scope creep of the Fit for the Future project, which
the Mayoral Forum (based on Regional Committee advice) instigated to ‘fill the gaps’
by arriving at 2025 and 2030 goals, and complementary advice on what is needed to
support delivery of the Strategy. Expanding the scope of the Fit for the Future
project runs the risk of opening up for discussion other elements of the CWMS in a
process and timeframe that was not designed for it. It also runs the risk of
‘orphaning’ existing targets and goals.
18. The issues that the suggestions in Appendix 2 raise do however need to be
addressed in some way. There are a number of options, including ensuring an issue
is addressed in a work programme within an existing target area, or thinking about
how the issue might be addressed within the current set of targets and goals.

Emerging thoughts on implementation
19. The Task Groups and Goals Working Group have also identified a number of issues
that will need to be addressed in work programmes and implementation efforts for
the CWMS. These are set out in Appendix 3. They are very much tentative in nature
– what should be done to implement the CWMS will be discussed more fully during
subsequent meetings of the Task Groups and Goals Working Group, during the
second stage of engagement with those interested in the project, and in subsequent
meetings of the Regional Committee.
20. During this meeting of the Regional Committee there will be the opportunity to add to
or comment on the set of issues set out in Appendix 3 so that these can be used as a
basis for further work by the Task Groups and Goals Working Group.
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Future Process
21. Feedback from this meeting on the draft goals and implementation issues will be
provide to the Task Groups and Goals Working Group for their meetings in October.
The outcome of that process will be provided back to key groups with an interest in
the Strategy for a further round of engagement from 12 November to 3 December.
These meetings will be shifting in emphasis from the draft goals to implementation
issues and work programmes.
22. Following that, the Regional Water Management Committee and Goals Working
Group will consider the results of the engagement, and report to the Mayoral Forum
for a decision in April 2019.

Other Engagement
23. Before the next meeting of the Regional Committee on 11 December there will also
be engagements with Te Rōpū Tuia, Te Paiherenga, all of the Zone Committees,
sector and community groups, territorial authorities, district health boards, and
central government agencies on the direction being worked on by the Task Groups
and the Goals Working Group.

Appendices
1. Draft CWMS 2025 and 2030 goals
2. Feedback on 2040 targets
3. Emerging Thoughts on Implementation
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CWMS Fit for Future Project
Count
er
A1

A11

A13

TA

TT

2020

(Themes from 2017 & 2015 Targets
Reports)

DRI

2025

A16

A18

2030

2040

Some of the Feedback from Consultation

Drinking Water
Source water quality targets 83) A demonstrable decrease in nitrate
concentrations in shallow groundwater in
priority areas is achieved.

Nitrate concentration levels remain stable
or reduce where required by plans. Report
on changes to nitrate concentrations for
monitored shallow and groundwater sites,
recognising trends and zone variation to
inform risk factors.

Nitrate concentration levels reducing
where required by plans. Report on
changes to nitrate concentrations for
monitored shallow and groundwater
sites, recognising trends and zone
variation to inform risk factors.

86) Average annual nitrate levels in all
groundwater wells in Canterbury are below
50% of the maximum allowable value for
drinking water

Key indicator for CWMS; linked to Environmental Limits target.

Source water quality targets 84) There is an increase in the percentage
of the population supplied with water that
meets the New Zealand Drinking Water
Standards for health-based determinants.

There is an increase in the percentage of
the population supplied with potable
water from community supplies that
consistently meets Drinking Water
Standards of New Zealand.

There is an increase in the percentage of 87) Nitrate levels in community drinking water
wells are below the maximum allowable values
the population supplied with potable
of drinking water
water from community supplies that
consistently meets Drinking Water
Standards of New Zealand.

Feedback focused on: Source water quality remains high enough to meet
DWSNZ without treatment: Source water quality does not decline further for
water supplies that currently have to treat drinking-water: Distribution systems
supply water that meet DWSNZ.

All source drinking water is protected
from land use activities

Protection zones by themselves do not protect - need to inform and enforce.

DRI

DRI
Source water quality targets

A15

Item 6 Attachment 1
WORKING Draft as at 02 Oct 2018

Appendix 1 - DRAFT Goals - Regional Committee 9 October

DRI

DRI

DRI

Protection zones in place and enforced by
rules and compliance to improve
protection of drinking water at source
Emerging contaminant risks 85) Understood any emerging contaminant Emerging contaminant risks are
risks and identified any at risk areas for
understood and at risk areas are managed
targeted management and a remedial
with targeted remedial programme in
programme underway.
place
None yet defined
Suggested New: Develop detailed dynamic
groundwater modelling to provide data
that ensures policy recognises impact of
climate change.
Catchment nutrient loads
82) Achieved nutrient efficiency targets for Achieved nutrient efficiency targets for all
(Drinking Water)
the zone on all new irrigated land and 80% zones on both rural and urban land

Emerging contaminant risks are
understood and at risk areas are
managed with targeted remedial
programme in place

DRI

A23

REC

Need to consider a fuller range of potential contaminants and their impact on
microflora.

Monitoring and modelling need to be done in time to help anticipate future
shocks.

Achieved nutrient efficiency targets for
all zones on both rural and urban land

of other land in major rural land uses
(pasture, major arable and major
horticulture crops), and have 100% of rural
properties working towards those targets
(and of properties within urban boundaries
that apply nutrients over significant areas).
A20

89) Understood any emerging contaminant
risks and identified any at risk areas for
targeted management and a remedial
programme underway.

88) Achieved nutrient efficiency targets for the Feedback - suggested separating out as distinct Rural and Urban Targets
zone on all new irrigated land and 100% of
other rural properties (and of properties within
urban boundaries that apply nutrients over
significant areas).

Recreation and Amenity
Water based recreational
opportunities

96) A positive trend in the availability
A continuing and measurable positive
Potential threats to freshwater
and/or quality of recreational opportunities trend, against baseline information, in the recreational opportunities are acted on
in each zone.
availability and quality of recreational
to ensure protection.

Establish baseline information to understand trends. Note: No target set for
2040

opportunities in each zone.
A32

A33

A34

REC
Water based recreational
opportunities

Identify the restoration of a freshwater
recreational opportunity in each zone,
developing plans to achieve and show
measurable progress.

Water based recreational
opportunities

Understand threats and act to reduce risk
to freshwater recreational opportunities.

REC

REC
Freshwater Angling

A36

Groups considered the concept of emerging contaminant risk was not well
understood - we don’t know what we don’t know. This target was specifically to
identify contaminants related to recreation including didymo and cyanobacteria

REC
Freshwater Angling

A35

Some feedback as that one major restoration in each zone by 2040 was
Restoration and protection of freshwater 100) Restored at least one major fresh water
recreational opportunities in each zone, recreational opportunity in each zone that was unambitious
not currently available in 2010.
developing plans to achieve and show
measurable progress.

REC

Note: No targets set for 2020

Advocate for and support measures to
Continue to advocate for and support
effectively restore and protect fisheries in measures to effectively restore and
each water management zone.
protect fisheries in each water
management zone.
Health of lowland streams, rivers and
lakes in Canterbury show improving
habitat and an increase in fishing
opportunities.
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99) Restored fishing opportunities in most
lowland streams in each water management
zone

Groups generally considered 2040 to be too far away for recreational
opportunities to be restored. Need to quantify this target for 2025 and 2030 to
stretch for 2040
Suggested a specific focus on Lowland streams given their importance and recent
decline in health and in recreational opportunities
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A39

A41

A42

TA

TT
(Themes from 2017 & 2015 Targets
Reports)
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Recreational water flows

97) Made progress toward achieving
environmental flows

Recreational water quality

95) Of the lake and river sites used for
contact recreation, an increase in the
percentage that meet recreational water
quality guidelines.

2025

2030

2040

98) Achieved all environmental flows
Environmental flows are set as part of
the rule setting process in new plans and
included in existing plans when up for
review to support recreational flow
requirements.
Achieve the National Policy Statement
for Freshwater Management target of 92
percent of rivers and 81 percent of lakes
in Canterbury being swimmable by 2030.

Environmental flows support recreational flows?

New: Cyanobacteria

Develop and implement monitoring
protocols to manage cyanobacteria risk for
contact recreation in Canterbury rivers
and lakes

Achieve 10% reduction of incidents
where cyanobacteria have exceeded the
nationally adopted approach to
managing risk in water used for contact
recreational purposes

Only national guidelines currently exist, guidelines are not mandatory, govt is
working towards adopting a nationally unified approach to managing
cyanobacteria

New: Mātauranga maori

Understand the importance of mahinga
kai and have a kaitiakitanga approach to
restoring and protecting sites.

REC

A45

REC

A53

ECO

Covered by other targets? From a Ngai Tahu perspective mahinga kai is totally
distinct from recreation.

New: Climate Change.

A66

A69

A70

A73

Covered by other targets? Or needs to be consistent with other targets on
climate change.

Ecosystem Health and Biodiversity
Freshwater species and their 19) An upward trend in diversity and
habitat
abundance of native fish populations.

Fewer freshwater fish classified as
threatened in Canterbury, compared to
[20xx]

Lowland streams

22) Increased the length of waterway with
riparian management appropriate to
aquatic ecosystem protection by 50% from
2010 figures.

Increase area of riparian management
appropriate to aquatic ecosystem
protection by x% from 2020 figures over
time.

Wetlands

20) Protected all existing wetlands.

Hapua, lagoons, estuaries

21) A significant protection and restoration
programme is in place on the most
ecologically significant river mouth or
coastal lagoon in each management zone.

Lowland streams

17) Improved condition and water quality Improve condition and water quality in at Improve condition and water quality in
in at least 60% of lowland streams and 60% least 70% of lowland streams and lowland at least 80% of lowland streams and
of lowland lakes in each zone.
lakes.
lowland lakes.

28) 100% of lowland and spring-fed streams
Consistency of wording with A73, A76
with at least good aquatic ecosystem health or 100% not realistic
showing an upward trend.

High country and foothill
streams

18) All foothill rivers and high country rivers Maintain or improve condition and water
and/or lakes either in good ecological
quality of all foothill and high country
health or better, or showing upward trend. rivers and high country lakes.

30) Maintained upland spring-fed streams and
lakes in very good aquatic ecosystem health
(no decline from 2010).

Fewer freshwater fish classified as
threatened in Canterbury, compared to
2025

ECO

ECO

Riparian protection
Carry over language of riparian management appropriate to aquatic ecosystem
protection

X% of wetlands physically protected
and/or are in the process of being
restored to a self-sustaining system.

ECO

A significant protection and restoration
programme is in place on the most
ecologically significant river mouths or
coastal lagoons in the region

Progress has been made towards
achieving the goals of each significant
protection and restoration programme

ECO

Maintain or improve condition and
water quality of all foothill and high
country rivers and high country lakes.

ECO
29) 80% of other rivers/streams and lakes with
very good aquatic ecosystem health.

ECO
None yet defined

A76

27) (Protected all wetlands.) New wording
100% not realistic
proposed: 100% of wetlands protected and/or
in the process of being restored to a selfsustaining system.
26) Examples of thriving coastal lagoons, and
lowland or spring-fed ecosystems in each water
management zone.

ECO

None yet defined
A74

ECan set and is committed to NPS-FM regional targets.

REC

REC

A64

Some of the Feedback from Consultation

Environmental flows are set as part of the
rule setting process in new plans and
included in existing plans when up for
review to support recreational flow
requirements.
Improve on percentage of rivers and lakes
being swimmable since 2020 due to
consistent water quality monitoring and
real-time results.

REC

A44

A63

as at 02 Oct 2018

New: Drylands: no targets beyond 2010:
Maintain existing high quality indigenous
aquatic and dryland ecosystems in
intermontane basins and on the plains

No further loss of remaining dryland
No further loss of remaining dryland
ecosystems in intermontane basins and on ecosystems in intermontane basins and
the plains
on the plains

Carry 2010 target through; model wording of A73
No further loss of dryland remnants: No 2040 target. New Target suggested was:
Land use activities do not compromise the ecosystem health of drylands

ECO
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Count
er

TA

TT

A80

A81

ECO

ECO

A84

BRA

A86

23) Achieved nutrient efficiency targets for Also covered in Environmental Limits
the zone on all new irrigated land and 80%
of other land in major rural uses (pasture,
major arable and major horticulture crops)
and have 100% of rural properties working
towards those targets (and of properties
within urban boundaries that apply
nutrients over significant areas).

Environmental flows
24) Made progress towards achieving
(Ecosystem
environmental flow and catchment load
Health/Biodiversity)
limits.
Emerging contaminant risks

2030
Also covered in Environmental Limits

31) Achieved nutrient efficiency targets for the Even though these are reported in ENV LIMITS its important that they stay
zone on all new irrigated land and 100% of
reported here also. This target reinforces the need to set limits "for Ecosystems"
other rural properties (and of properties within
urban boundaries that apply nutrients over
significant areas).

Also covered in Environmental Limits

Also covered in Environmental Limits

25) Achieved all environmental flow and
catchment load limits.

Even though these are reported in ENV LIMITS its important that they stay
reported here also. This target reinforces the need to set limits "for Ecosystems"

32) Understood any emerging contaminant
risks and identified any at-risk areas for
targeted management.

Even though these are reported in ENV LIMITS its important that they stay
reported here also. This target reinforces the need to set limits "for Ecosystems"

42) Protected significant habitat for a full
Identify significant habitat for indigenous
range of indigenous braided river flora and braided river flora and fauna
fauna.

Riparian wetlands, springs
and lagoons

43) Protected and enhanced the habitats in Programmes in place to address threats to Status of naturally uncommon
47) All indigenous braided river-dependent
riparian wetlands, springs and the lagoons improve the naturally uncommon
ecosystems has shifted from endangered species are showing positive trends in
associated with braided rivers.
abundance and health.
ecosystems from endangered to
to vulnerable; programmes in place to

BRA

Protect significant habitat for indigenous
braided river flora and fauna

vulnerable.

shift vulnerable ecosystems to nonthreatened.

Also covered in Environmental Limits

Also covered in Environmental Limits

44) Made progress towards achieving
environmental flows.

45) Achieved all environmental flows.

Even though these are reported in ENV LIMITS its important that they stay
reported here also. This target reinforces the need to set limits "for Ecosystems"

48) Increase habitat area usable by all species
of braided river indigenous birds.
46) Canterbury’s braided rivers show the
dynamic, braided nature typical of such rivers.

Some mapping of these ecosystems has begun

158) Review of environmental flows and
catchment load limits in response to changing
monitoring information, new understanding
and technologies, and if requested by regional
and zone committees.

- There is large variability between catchments across the region, in the extent to
which targets are met, the knowledge of the water systems and the complexity
of the hydrology and infrastructure. Can this be reflected somehow in the
targets?
- Consent was expressed that constant reviews can be seen as constantly shifting
the goal posts, leading to lack of community buy-in to achieving the targets. If
reviews are to be done regularly, it is important that the community understand
and support the reasons for any changes.

BRA

BRA

A89

BRA

Increased community knowledge,
awareness and guardianship of the
importance of mauri within braided river
systems.

None yet defined
None yet defined

A91

BRA

A96

ENV

All resource management decisions
concerning braided river systems
recognise and provide for ki uta ki tai.

There are a number of characteristics of Braided rivers that are under threat
from land use and abstraction. Feed

Environmental Limits
Environmental flows and
catchment load limits

156) Review of environmental flows and
catchment load limits in response to
changing monitoring information, new
understanding and technologies, and if
requested by regional and zone
committees

Continue to review environmental flows
and catchment load limits in response to
changing monitoring information

Second generation limit-setting
completed.

Establish catchment loads for urban
contaminants and other rural contaminants.

Water quantity allocation limits are
achieved.

ENV
None yet defined

- Support for an increased focus on urban waterways, but is this something that
is covered by A104? That is, we now have information that suggests urban
waterways are lagging behind rural communities and that reviews should address
this. Should this target be deleted?

ENV
Environmental flows and
catchment load limits

A106

Groups commented on the number of programmes other than those run by
Environment Canterbury.

BRA

A88

A105

Some of the Feedback from Consultation

Natural Character of Braided Rivers

None yet defined

A104

2040

Ecosystems, habitats and
species

Environmental flows
(Braided River)
A87

2025

as at 02 Oct 2018

ECO

A82

A85

2020

(Themes from 2017 & 2015 Targets
Reports)

Catchment nutrient loads
(Ecosystem
Health/Biodiversity)

WORKING Draft

Appendix 1 - DRAFT Goals - Regional Committee 9 October

ENV

157) Established and begun to implement a
programme to review existing consents
where such review is necessary in order to
achieve catchment load limits

Progress against implementation plans is
reported annually and implementation
plans are reviewed alongside reviews of
environmental flows and catchment load
limits.
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159) Environmental flow and catchment load
limits achieved in all waterbodies.

- Is it realistic to set targets for 100% achievement of environmental limits if the
limits are in a constant cycle of review?
- General comments were made in relation to A106 and A106.1 that these should
be what Ecan is doing as part of its core business. Why do they need to be
recorded in targets?
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None yet defined

2025

2030

2040

as at 02 Oct 2018

Some of the Feedback from Consultation

Implementation plans are in place for all
catchments to outline how environmental
limits flows and catchment load limits will be
managed and achieved

- Groups questioned how achievement against these will be measured. They
would like to see community groups empowered to do more.

Developed and implemented an effective real- Increasing use of the real-time monitoring
time monitoring and reporting framework for and reporting framework for surface water
surface water quality.
quality by a wide range of the community..

- There was support for the developing a real time monitoring and reporting
framework but this is not a target to deliver change. They recommended it be
deleted and recorded as an implementation method.
- Focusing on real time monitoring may not reflect future technological advances best to keep this open and delete.
- the difference between knowledge and reporting varies significantly between
schemes and individual farmers outside of schemes

Developed and implemented a method for
Reporting annually on progress toward
annual reporting on progress toward
achieving environmental flow and
achieving environmental flow and catchment catchment load limits.
load limits.

- There was support for this but, similar to A107, this is too detailed for a target.
It should be deleted from the targets. Too much detail detracts from the main
outcomes being sought.
- this will need to be communicated to urban and rural communities.
- this is detailed implementation and should be deleted

Prevent further decline in the quality or
All marae and associated papakāinga
quantity of water bodies used as a
have access to high quality drinking
drinking water supply to marae and
water (repeat of 2020 targets)
associated papakāinga
New: Supply to marae from Community
and private wells provide healthy drinking
water

Maintain a focus on protecting source water quality

New: Drinking water from community and
private wells are XX % below 11.3 mg/l

This may be covered in Drinking Water Targets. Percentage to be worked on.
Drinking Water Standards for New Zealand set a Maximum Acceptable Level
(MAV) of 50mg/L for nitrate, which is equivalent to 11.3mg/l nitrate-nitrogen.

A106.1 ENV
None yet defined

A107

New: measuring and reporting against
environmental limits

ENV
None yet defined

A108

ENV

A119
A128

KAI
KAI

A129

Kaitiakitanga
Marae Water supply
Marae water supply

71) All marae and associated papakāinga
have access to high quality drinking water

KAI
None yet defined

A130

KAI
None yet defined

A131

KAI

A132

KAI

A133

Working together in
partnership
None yet defined

KAI
Working together in
partnership

A134

A136

70) Integrated Ki Uta Ki Tai environmental
management philosophies into zonal and
regional management planning

An integrated Te Rūnanga O Ngai
Tahu/papatipu rūnanga reporting
mechanism is developed.
An integrated ki uta ki tai strategic plan is
developed for identified catchments that
sets out the agreed actions for all
participants

75) Kaitiakitanga is a normalised and an
integrated practice of water management

New: Iwi Management Plans are
refreshed and responded to.

KAI
None yet defined

A135

Although this says "supply" the intent here is for "source" as it is referring to
potable water, not supplied/networked water

Succession plans and rangatahi forums are Succession planning needed [to continue
in place to enable the next generation to to exercise mana and manage demands]
participate in zone committees and other
water management processes

An integrated Ki uta ki tai plan has been proposed. How does this add to exiting
Iwi Management plan and the need to integrate philosophies into planning
frameworks?
Iwi management plans are used by iwi/hapū to express kaitiakitanga and must be
taken into account when preparing or changing regional policy statements and
regional and district plans.
This concept needs development - there are a number of leadership programmes
that could be borrowed from.

KAI
Working together in
partnership

69) Further co-governance arrangements
Staged implementation of arrangements
(developed in partnership by Ngāi Tahu,
agreed by 2020
the Crown and Canterbury local
government) for the active management of
nominated waterbodies in North and South
Canterbury

Working together in
partnership

72) At least one Ngāi Tahu tangata tiakiwai Papatipu Rūnanga are decision-makers for At least one Ngāi Tahu tangata tiakiwai is
is appointed in each zone [Note 2]
the allocation of “Ngāi Tahu” water in
appointed in each zone

Staged implementation of arrangements
agreed by 2020

Because the 2020 target already outlines further co-Governance arrangements
GWG determined that 2025 and 2030 targets should focus on staged
implementation of the 2020 arrangements

KAI

catchments
A137

KAI

A138

KAI

There is a clear 2020 target for the role of tangata tiaki to be established. There
is work to do to ensure there is a shared understanding of role, the appropriate
resourcing and ensure sufficient mana is attached to the position.

Wāhi Taonga and mahinga
kai
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Reports)

2020

None yet defined

A139

X % of crown and council owned lands
foster & support Ngāi Tahu cultural
practices.

New: Mātauranga Maori. Probably sits
An annual mātauranga informed report is
best in "Working Together in Partnership" provided for rūnanga on the health of
waterways to inform water management
decision-making (by councils and Ngāi Tahu)

A/some Freshwater taonga species (e.g.
wai kākahi or wai tuna) are identified and
protection zones are identified and put in
place
Flows are returned to sustain 50% of
Fenton reserves and fishing easements

KAI
Please input Reporting
Theme from 2017 Report

A142

Outcomes reporting is being informed by
Mātauranga Maori Report

Need to established the practices/methodology of mātauranga maori, the
standards and also regular repeatable monitoring and reporting to be able to
show trend and inform action

All freshwater mātaitai are healthy
places to gather kai.

(Feasibility of "all" in 2030 was questioned by the GWG 06 Sep 2018)

Flows are returned to sustain 100% of
Fenton reserves and fishing easements

Fenton Reserves were awarded by Judge Fenton following the 1868; over time
there has been degradation of the 'Fenton' fisheries easements. Fenton Reserves
means the Taerutu, Waimaiaia, Torotoroa, Te Aka Aka, Pukatahi and TeHouriri
reserves (claims 3 to 6, and 10 as set out in the Ngai Tahu Ancillary Claims Report
1995);
Feedback suggested that there are governance and resourcing issues that need
to be discussed along with capability and capacity are issues

68) Increased the abundance of, access to
and use of mahinga kai

Mahinga kai is a first order priority

A region-wide mahinga kai plan is
developed and implemented, that informs
and influences statutory and non-statutory
plans)

73) A mahinga kai food gathering standard Specific reaches of rivers and lakes are
Mahinga kai is available in abundance
is confirmed and implemented as a water prioritised by Papatipu Rūnanga for the
and quality
quality monitoring tool
protection and use of mahinga kai and/or

other cultural practices [Note1]
KAI
Please input Reporting
Theme from 2017 Report
A146

KAI
Please input Reporting
Theme from 2017 Report

A147

KAI
Please input Reporting
Theme from 2017 Report

A148

KAI

A149

KAI

A152
A162

IRR
IRR

A164

Please input Reporting
Theme from 2017 Report

Protection Zones are identified for longfin Protection Zones are identified for
and short fin tuna throughout the region. longfin and short fin tuna throughout the
region.
New: Tikanga Maori and Mātauranga Maori Need targets that run through all time
Need targets that run through all time
and Te Ao Māori
periods on education of values and Te Ao periods on education of values and Te
Maori
Ao Maori
New Targets Theme: Monitoring Native
Monitoring to demonstrate the
100% of all waterbodies are regularly or
Fish
effectiveness of restoration programmes. 2 yearly monitored for native fish
species.
New Targets Theme: intergenerational
No loss of intergenerational cultural
knowledge
knowledge

https://ngaitahu.iwi.nz/ngai-tahu/the-settlement/settlement-offer/culturalredress/ownership-and-control/mahinga-kai/
New Targets for Tikanga Maori and Mātauranga Maori - are recognised and
integrated into the monitoring systems
New Targets for Tikanga Maori and Mātauranga Maori - are recognised and
integrated into planning frameworks, workplans and monitoring systems
Feedback was this target was more about monitoring effectiveness. A separate
target for monitoring native fish species should be kept in - Not merged with
Ecosystem Health or Recreation Targets
Intergeneration loss due to decline in opportunity

Irrigated Land Area
Infrastructure
Please input Reporting
Theme from 2017 Report

Integrated Infrastructure system provides
X% reliability to X% of irrigated land area
while also ensuring all target area water
uses (environmental (incl. MAR, drinking
water, kaitiakitanga) are met as per CWMS
priorities.

Integrated Infrastructure system
provides X% reliability to X% of irrigated
land area while also ensuring all target
area water uses (environmental (incl.
MAR, drinking water, kaitiakitanga) are
met as per CWMS priorities.

Reliability is determined with a firm understanding of Supply and Demand.
Climate Change needs to be factored in. No Infrastructure targets were set for
2040. New: Infrastructure system provides 95% reliability to 100% of irrigated
land area while also ensuring all target area water uses (environmental (incl.
MAR, drinking water, kaitiakitanga) are met as per CWMS priorities.

Gap: Funding challenges remain for
irrigation infrastructure – that integrates
all targets of the CWMS

Gap: Funding challenges remain for
irrigation infrastructure – that integrates
all targets of the CWMS

This is a continuation of 2015 target. Feedback suggests that funding is a strategy
issue. If feasibility of integrated infrastructure is about public investment in
public benefits as much as it is about private investment. Regional Committee
considered some years back but its still an issue as much about
governance/leadership as it is about funding

IRR
Please input Reporting
Theme from 2017 Report

A166

Feedback: Need to ensure customary use is affirmed as a first order priority
Suggested the region wide plan for Mahinga Kai be a 2025 target.
https://ngaitahu.iwi.nz/ngai-tahu/the-settlement/settlement-offer/culturalredress/ownership-and-control/mahinga-kai/

KAI
Wāhi taonga and mahinga
kai

A145

Some of the Feedback from Consultation
The 2025 and 2030 targets draw on the already established 2040 target.

Papatipu Rūnanga are decision makers for
allocations of Ngai Tahu water in each
catchment

KAI
Wāhi taonga and mahinga
kai

A144

2040

74) Protection, in accordance with Ngāi Tahu
X (+10) % of crown and council owned
lands foster & support Ngāi Tahu cultural values and practices, of wāhi taonga and
mahinga kai waterways
practices. Monitoring is in place to
demonstrate the effectiveness of
restoration programmes and refreshed
limit setting/planning provisions

KAI
Please input Reporting
Theme from 2017 Report

A143

2030

KAI
Please input Reporting
Theme from 2017 Report

A141

2025

as at 02 Oct 2018

KAI
None yet defined

A140

WORKING Draft

Appendix 1 - DRAFT Goals - Regional Committee 9 October

IRR
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CWMS Fit for Future Project
Count
er

TA

TT

A167

IRR
Infrastructure

A168

2020

(Themes from 2017 & 2015 Targets
Reports)

Please input Reporting
Theme from 2017 Report

A172

2030

Related to 2015 targets which focus on design timetabling and costing of
infrastructure for reliability.

Gap: ‘Consent reconfiguration’ options
identified across region considering
existing regulatory environment and any
modifications that may be required to
meet community desired outcomes in a
timely manner.

Gap: Complete 80% of ‘consent
configuration’ activity

These targets extend the existing 2020 target. (20y anniversary of CWMS)
"….infrastructure or consent reconfiguration that facilitates efficiency
improvements…". Need to be considered in the context of reliable water balance
modelling for the whole of the region and for all targets.

120) Started construction of infrastructure
identified in zonal implementation
programmes.

Progress in construction of integrated
infrastructure identified in zone
implementation programmes (Integrated both irrigation and environmental)

Progress in construction of integrated
infrastructure identified in zone
implementation programmes
(Integrated - both irrigation and
environmental)

New: Improved reliability of supply for at
least 50% of irrigated land (Part of Above:
Build Agreed Integrated Infrastructure)

Should indicative targets be set for
Should indicative targets be set for
irrigated land area for 2025 and 2030 that irrigated land area for 2025 and 2030
step towards this 2040 target.
that step towards this 2040 target.

These targets extend the existing 2020 target. Feedback suggests that
infrastructure concepts need to go beyond reliability of water for irrigation.

IRR

IRR
IRR

Land area and reliability
Irrigated Land Area

Note: There are no 2040 targets for
infrastructure

Focus of feedback has been in integrated infrastructure concepts that serve all
targets, consider climate change impacts, and regional in approach. The
limitation of current funding mechanisms was also an issue.

121) A substantial increase in the reliability of
supply and the area of land irrigated in
Canterbury all of which has demonstrated high
standards of riparian, nutrient and water use
management, and has been shown to be
consistent with the principles of the strategy.
An indicative target is 850,000 hectares of
irrigated land with at least 95% reliability

Improvement of reliability is considered fundamental ("more important that
irrigated area"). Reliability depends on timing, supply, demand and efficiency.
Efficient water use and improves options for nutrient management. Feedback
suggests limited support for High Value and Sustainable Land Use Targets here or
in the CWMS. Targets for irrigated area while contentious are needed for
balance across the strategy. Should indicative targets be set for irrigated land
area for 2025 and 2030 that step towards this 2040 target.

122) Improved reliability of supply for all
irrigated land.

See above; Feedback this does not address the complexity of influencers of
restrictions – need to develop understanding of 95% reliability – how much of
that comes from additional supply, scheduling, efficiency gains and
storage/capacity. Analysts suggest having distinct targets for 1) Land Area and 2)
Reliability
Feedback suggests limited support for High Value and Sustainable Land Use
Targets here or in the CWMS - was suggested by Task Group that "By 2030,
access to reliable water is a foundational element in driving increasingly higher
value production options for the primary sector; Primary Sector brand
recognition is tied to suitable production – especially in the use of water

IRR

IRR
New

A175

Some of the Feedback from Consultation

Gap: Business cases developed to guide
public investment in public benefits of
reliability improvements.
Note: There are no 2040 targets for
Construction of regional storage and
[improved reliability of supply for at least infrastructure
100% of irrigated land]

Reliability

A173

2040

as at 02 Oct 2018

IRR

Infrastructure

A170
A171

2025

Gap: Business cases developed to guide
public investment in public benefits of
reliability improvements.
119) Started construction of regional
Construction of regional storage and
storage and [improved reliability of supply [improved reliability of supply for at least
for at least 50% of irrigated land]
80% of irrigated land]

Please input Reporting
Theme from 2017 Report

A169

WORKING Draft

Appendix 1 - DRAFT Goals - Regional Committee 9 October

New: Sustainable high-value primary
production and increasingly diversified
sustainable land use

IRR
New

A177

IRR

A178

WUE

Identify metrics that provide information
on irrigation enabled innovative, high
value, sustainable primary production.
(May be better situated under Economies
Targets)

Metrics give objective information on
diversified land use using irrigation
enabled innovative, high value,
sustainable primary production.

Strong interaction and links established
with initiatives (commercial, research) into
alternative markets and options for
sustainable land use options

2030 Target inserted: Diversified Land
Use: Land use change with smaller
environmental footprint may need to be
considered in the future. alternative high
value land uses are required. may sit
better as an economics target.

Again feedback suggests limited support for High Value and Sustainable Land Use
Targets here or in the CWMS

Water Use Efficiency
Please input Reporting
Theme from 2017 Report

The Industry-agreed GMPs do include practices relating to irrigation and water
use. Through the FEP and Audit process this information is not reported.

(continuation of 2015 target) Established (continuation of 2015 target)
and reported against a benchmark of
Established and reported against a
current water use
benchmark of current water use

Benchmarks are also needed to allow operators to compare progress.
benchmarks for efficient water use are part of a Canterbury/New Zealand
sustainable high value production brand.
A179

WUE
General (Water Use
Efficiency)

A182

WUE

106) 80% of water used for irrigation and
stockwater is operating according to best
practice water use

Best Practice: 100% of water used for
irrigation and stockwater is operating
according to best practice water use

Best Practice: 100% of water used for
irrigation and stockwater is operating
according to water use Good
Management Practices.
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109) Implemented best practice water use on
all irrigation, stockwater and
industrial/commercial use in Canterbury

This target extends on the 2015 target of "… 60% of water used for irrigation is at
best practice. Some concern about this 100% target and the need to refer to
GMP not 'Best Practice'. See above regarding GMP.

6 of 7

CWMS Fit for Future Project
Count
er

TA

TT
(Themes from 2017 & 2015 Targets
Reports)

General (Water Use
Efficiency)
A184

2020

2025

Scheduling: Optimised line use charges
through new scheduling technology.

128) Factored efficient use of electricity in all
irrigation infrastructure

Please input Reporting
Theme from 2017 Report

Measured and reported on productivity
per unit of energy.

129) Reduced the energy used per hectare for Schemes have invested in some cases (piping) to supply water at pressure to
Increased the productivity per unit of
energy by X from 2025 (downward trend irrigation in Canterbury compared to that used reduce electricity demand. There are many ways of achieving this also on-farm in the 2010/11 season
adoption of hardware and technology; Solar PV becoming cheaper.
in energy use per hectare).

Please input Reporting
Theme from 2017 Report

Develop an understanding of the
Collaborate between irrigators to reduce
electricity demand of irrigation to
transmission demand and cost through
determine options to reduce both energy better use of technology.
and water usage

130) Generate at least 40-45% of the power
used by irrigation in Canterbury from irrigation
infrastructure (including multi-use hydro and
irrigation systems) within Canterbury and other
renewable on-farm sources.

Feedback suggests these targets have fallen in importance. Suggested the scale
and impact of summer load for irrigation was not well understood. Energy
Targets are important though given Canterbury provides some 26% of national
baseline which supports other sustainable options such as wind power.

A199

Please input Reporting
Theme from 2017 Report

Electricity distribution companies work
Electricity use practices in water
engage with major water users to increase infrastructure applications represent
understanding and coordination of
good practice
opportunities for mutual benefit (load
management, capacity availability,
generation options).

131) Maintain or increase Canterbury’s
contribution to New Zealand’s security of
electricity supply.

Feedback suggest this target is dependent on a range of factors outside of
Canterbury and from within the energy industry. Canterbury provides some 26%
of national baseline which supports other sustainable options such as wind
power.

A201

110) Increased the benefits gained per unit of This may sit better as an economics target. This target steps beyond water use
water so that the volume of water beneficially efficiency and looks to the benefits from water per drop used. A very difficult
used (used in production of crops, electricity, or thing to measure and report.
commercial uses) in each zone as a proportion
of the volume of water take is, on average, 25%
greater than that achieved in 2010.

WUE
Efficiency

A197

Some of the Feedback from Consultation

Scheduling: Programme available to
encourage Integrated water and energy
use with industry through technology
especially around scheduling and
management.

Urban: Drinking water suppliers have
demand management programmes in
place as part of good infrastructure
practices.
108) Increased the benefits gained per unit Developed and reported on metrics for
of water so that the volume of water
water use efficiency, incorporating the
beneficially used (used in production of
benefits gained from use of the water.
crops, electricity, or commercial uses) in
each zone as a proportion of the volume of
water take is, on average, 5% greater than
that achieved in 2010.

A196

2040

112) Reduced water used for community water Territorial Authorities need to set appropriate benchmarks for this target.
supply by 20% (measured in litres per person
per day) compared to that used in 2010.

WUE

107) Reduced water used for community
water supply by 10% (measured in litres per
person for day) compared to that used in
2010

2030

as at 02 Oct 2018

Urban: Drinking water suppliers
implementing demand management
programmes as part of good
infrastructure practices.
Increased the benefits gained per unit of
water so that the volume of water
beneficially used (used in production of
crops, electricity, or commercial uses) in
each zone as a proportion of the volume
of water take is, on average, 5% greater
than that achieved in 2020.

General (Water Use
Efficiency)

A185

WORKING Draft

Appendix 1 - DRAFT Goals - Regional Committee 9 October

127) Increased the productivity per unit of
electricity – per hectare consumption for
irrigation sector and equivalent measures
in other sectors.

Feedback focused on the summer demand for irrigation. Schemes already
focused on this especially lines changes. Task Group suggested taking that a step
further with scheduling demand using new technology. Target should not need
to be especially focused on scheduling but an all actions to meet 2040 targets.

ENE

ENE

ENE

ENE
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Item 6 Attachment 2

Appendix 2 – Feedback on 2040 targets
The Task Groups, Goals Working Group and engagement process have suggested some
areas in which there could potentially be new targets or amendments made to the 2040
targets.
Target area

New or adjusted targets

Drinking water

Maintain access to safe potable drinking water for all
households and marae.
Remodelling of Groundwater [Quality and Quantity] to
account for impacts of Climate Change

Recreation and amenity

Climate change and implications for flow regime
Meet the recreational water quality guidelines for lake and
river sites used for contact recreation.

Ecosystem health, braided
rivers

100% of wetlands protected and/or in the process of being
restored.
100% of rivers/streams classified as at least good quality
and showing an upward trend.
Land use activities do not compromise the ecosystem
health of wetlands.
Land use activities do not compromise the ecosystem
health of streams and lakes.
Land use activities do not compromise the ecosystem
health of drylands.

Kaitiakitanga

Maintained high quality drinking water for all marae.
Iwi management plans and refreshed and responded to.
Monitoring of restoration programmes
Tikanga Māori and Mātauranga Māori – the education of
values and Te Ao Māori
Intergenerational knowledge – avoid loss of cultural
knowledge and increase application of that knowledge

Land area and reliability

Infrastructure system provides 95% reliability to 100% of
irrigated land while also ensuring tall target area water uses
(including Managed Aquifer Recharge, kaitiakitanga,
drinking water, environmental)are met.
Sustainable high value primary production.
The 850,000 hectare 2040 target was questioned.

Energy Security and
Efficiency

Query the 2040 targets given the changes in the New
Zealand electricity market.
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Item 6 Attachment 3

Appendix 3 – Emerging thoughts on implementation
Governance – the importance of strong and balanced governance and management
capability; the need for integrated action by all arms of government, sectors, and
communities; a desire for Ngāi Tahu to have a larger role in decision-making – how can
you act as kaitiaki without control?
Knowledge – much has been learnt in the last ten years but much more knowledge is
needed – for example, the cumulative nature of multiple pressures on ecosystems; the
impacts of climate change.
Measurement and modelling – community confidence in the CWMS will be assisted by
knowing that the outcomes sought are being achieved. Measurement systems that
integrate Māori and scientific methodologies and understanding are needed. There should
be an independent auditor and reporter on the progress of the CWMS.
Capacity and resourcing – these were raised as a concern by all groups, and in a range
of different contexts. It includes resources available to tangata whenua and community
groups to engage on water management issues, sector groups and land users who need
to adjust to land management within a limits framework and have high debt levels,
infrastructure costs, and councils’ capacity
Timing – two aspects were addressed – the impact of accelerating climate change, the
slow pace of in-stream changes due in part to environmental lag times and scientific
uncertainty, and the delays in planning responses.
Accountability and compliance – there need to be mechanisms for comprehensive
reporting against the CWMS goals, and accountability for carrying out implementation
steps. Accountability for compliance needs to improve.
Sub-regional implementation plans – there is a need for the goals to have a clear
implementation pathway – there need to be zone or catchment or sub-catchment
implementation plans (which should be integrated with iwi management plans). They
should include non-statutory solutions, restoration programmes, funding, responsibilities
and timeframes. They are broader than the sub-regional plans discussed under the
Environmental Limits target area.
Plan-making – there are two opposing themes – plan-making is not agile enough, but
there is a need for certainty provided by plans that stay in place for a while. It is unclear
how this can be resolved at a regional level other than through the use of best planning
practice, good monitoring and reporting, clear implementation plans, utilising a range of
tools including a commitment to review plans/consents if outcomes are not being met.
Public education and information – there is a need to inform the public in a better way
about the efforts being made and the successes that exist, as well as the areas where
progress is not being made (and why).
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Agenda Item No: 7

Subject Matter:
Updates from Wellington
Ministry of Primary Industries
Ministry for the Environment
Department of Conservation

Report to:

CWMS - Target/s Areas

Canterbury Water Management Strategy
Regional Committee

Report by:

Murray Doak (MPI), Nick
Vincent (MFE) and John Benn (DOC)

All

Date of Meeting:
9 October 2018

Purpose
The Committee has requested regular updates from government agencies. This is an
opportunity for an update and for the Committee to ask questions of representatives from
Ministry of Primary Industries, Ministry for the Environment and Department of Conservation.

Recommendation
That the Canterbury Water Management Strategy Regional Committee;
1. Receives the reports from representatives from Ministry of Primary Industries,
Ministry for the Environment and Department of Conservation

Report
Attached is a written report from the Department of Conservation.
Verbal reports will be presented by Ministry of Primary Industries and Ministry for the
Environment.
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Item 7 Attachment 1

Department of Conservation:
Update for the

Canterbury Regional Water Committee Meeting
(9 October 2018).
John Benn
CWMS Co-ordinator, Department of Conservation, Christchurch
jbenn@doc.govt.nz

DOC activities around the CWMS over the last 2 months:
Senior ECan staff met with relevant DOC staff (at DOC CHCH office) on 15 August, to
discuss appropriate levels of engagement between the two organisations, relating to the
CWMS and other operations. This was a productive meeting which identified work &
statutory similarities and differences between the two organisations, amongst other issues.
DOC staff have attended and contributed the four braided-river BRIDGE meetings, held
during September:
• - Waihao meeting (Waihao Marae; Sept 10) attended by Nicky Armstrong (Senior
Biodiversity Ranger; Geraldine office).
• - Ahuriri meeting (Omarama Community Centre; Sept 11) attended by John Benn
(CWMS co-ordinator; Christchurch office) & Jemma Welch (Senior Ranger
Biodiversity & Project River Recovery; Twizel office).
• - Waiau Uwha meeting (Spotswood Hall, Sept 13) attended by John Benn &
Danny Kimber (Senior bio-diversity ranger, Waimakariri office).
• - Ashburton meeting (Hotel Ashburton; Sept 14) attended by John Benn.
DOC staff continue to participate in the Braided River Advisory Group (BRAG). Tara
Allardyce (Statutory Manager) attended the latest meeting on Sept 25th.
Rachel Brown (Community Ranger, Sockburn office) attended the third Selwyn/Waikirikiri
River Plan Working Group meeting (18 September, Lincoln Events Centre).
DOC has provided feedback to ECan on the proposed recommendations for the CWMS ‘Fit
for Future’ project (submitted on Friday 27th Sept).
Biodiversity staff from DOC and ECan are working together on several projects throughout
the region. For example, ECan has contracted DOC to undertake and monitor a cull of
Southern Black Back Gulls in the Hurunui River.
John Benn has attended the monthly water zone meetings (apart from Kaikoura Zone
meetings) and attended to ‘business-as-usual’ matters regarding these. DOC staff from the
Nelson Office (Northern South Island DOC region) look after the Kaikoura Zone.
Upcoming issues/events
• DOC is preparing feedback to ECan for both the OTOP & Waimakariri Zone ZIP
Addenda (due on Oct 10th & 12th respectively).
•

I have confirmed with the Ashburton Zone Facilitator (Dave Moore), that DOC staff
will present the findings of a major report on water quality in the Ashburton lakes, at
the Ashburton ZC’s November meeting. This presentation has been postponed a
couple of times as relevant staff had other commitments and/or have been overseas.
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Agenda Item No: 9

Subject Matter:
Facilitators Report

Report to:

CWMS - Target/s Areas

Canterbury Water Management Strategy
Regional Committee

Report by:

Lesley Woudberg, Team Leader,
Environment Canterbury

All

Date of Meeting:
9 October 2018

Purpose
Provide the Regional Committee with information on;
•
•
•

•

Dates, meetings and events
Summary of Working Group meetings 11 September
Information papers
o Links to
 Environment Canterbury Compliance and Incident Reports 2017/18
 Waimakariri Draft ZIPA
 OTOP Draft ZIPA
o Media
 Central Rural Life 19 Sept “Much worked-on Zip just start”
 The Ashburton courier 27 Sept “Second MAR site seen as winner for
river, aquifer”
 Timaru Herald 29 Sept “Chances of salvaging Hunter scheme slim”
Progress - Issues raised in previous meetings

Recommendation:
That the Canterbury Water Management Regional Committee;
1. Notes the Facilitators report
2. Notes the proposed Regional Committee dates for 2019

Report
1. Dates, Meeting and Events
Date 2018
9 October
October 2018
13 November
11 December

Meetings and Events
Regional Cmtt meeting
Minister of Local Government – report back to Cabinet Economic
Development Cmtt on the 3 Waters Review
Regional Cmtt Working Groups
Regional Cmtt meeting
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Proposed Dates
2019
12 February
12 March
9 April
14 May
11 June
9 July
13 August
10 September
8 October
12 October

Meetings and Events

12 November
10 December

Regional Cmtt meeting (TBC)
Regional Cmtt Working Groups (TBC)

Regional Cmtt meeting
Regional Cmtt Working Groups
Regional Cmtt meeting
Regional Cmtt Working Groups
Regional Cmtt meeting
Regional Cmtt Working Groups
Regional Cmtt meeting
Regional Cmtt meeting
Regional Cmtt Working Groups (TBC)
Local Govt Elections

2. Summary of Regional Committee Working Group Meetings
11 September

CWMS REGIONAL COMMITTEE
1. FIT FOR FUTURE
• A summary of the first round of Goal and Task Group meetings was provided
• A first draft of 2025 and 2030 targets was discussed and comments sought during
the meeting and as homework – comments due 26 Sept. (table sent out to the RC
Monday 17 September)
• Next steps – seek feedback from Te Paiherenga, zone committees, sector and
community groups before the next round of Goal and Task Group meetings
• Next opportunity for Regional Committee discussion/input will be 9 October
2. BIODIVERSITY, ECOSYSTEM HEALTH &BRAIDED RIVERS
• The working group received an update on the four regional biodiversity projects
funded by the committee with additional funding from the Canterbury Biodiversity
Strategy fund. The regional projects focus on;
o Te Waihora
o Wainono Lagoon
o Braided Rivers
o Fish habitat
• A more detailed presentation/discussion focused on the Regional Braided River
Project (presentation attached)
3. RECREATION AND AMENITY
• The WG grappled with a new report “Freshwater Recreation and Amenity Values in
Canterbury: Literature Review and Action Plan” and how it may help to achieve and
measure some of the Recreation & Amenity Targets. This is a work in progress
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…the group will meet again before the next Regional Cmtt meeting to clarify next
steps.
4. INFRASTRUCTURE
• The WG discussed the update on infrastructure initiative and the general direction of
government which is still unclear.
• Opening day for the Hekeao/Hinds Near River Recharge Project is scheduled for
Sunday 23 September ( postponement day 30 September)
• The WG also began to ponder the CWMS 2040 goals and asked the question;
“Are we achieving a substantial increase in the reliability of supply and the area of irrigated
land, which has high standards of riparian, nutrient, and water-use management, consistent
with the principles of the Strategy?”
•
•
•

Where are examples of substantial progress towards this goal?
What are the current challenges and opportunities with respect to this goal?
What learnings can be included in the CWMS Fit for Future project

3. Information papers
• Environment Canterbury Compliance and Incident Reports 2017/18
https://www.ecan.govt.nz/your-region/your-environment/monitoring-andcompliance/monitoring-and-compliance-annual-report/
• Waimakariri Draft ZIPA
https://www.ecan.govt.nz/get-involved/news-and-events/zone-news/waimakariri/communityasked-for-feedback-on-waimakariri-water-recommendations/
• OTOP Draft ZIPA
https://www.ecan.govt.nz/get-involved/news-and-events/zone-news/orari-temuka-opihipareroa/otop-updated-water-recommendations-available/
•

Media (attachments)
 Central Rural Life 19 Sept “Much worked-on Zip just start”
 The Ashburton courier 27 Sept “Second MAR site seen as winner for
river, aquifer”
 Timaru Herald 29 Sept “Chances of salvaging Hunter scheme slim”
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Engagement
Govt. Ministers

Urban Water

13 March
2018

13 March
2018

3

CWMS
Irrigation
Target – possible
effect of changes to
the Crown Irrigation
fund

12 Dec
2017

Waters (drinking
water,
storm
water and waste
water)

with

Rivers

Braided
update

12 Dec
2017

–
to

Willow
control
alternatives
chemical sprays
Research

12 Dec
2017

ACTIONS FROM PREVIOUS
MEETINGS

Update WG 14 August
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Update from MPI @ WG mtg 15/5/2018
Hon Damien O’Conner visit to Canterbury 24/7/2018
https://www.ecan.govt.nz/get-involved/news-and-events/2018/showcasingcanterbury-farming-good-management-practices/
Governor General visit 3/8/2018
https://www.ecan.govt.nz/get-involved/news-and-events/2018/governor-generalwelcomed-to-canterbury/
Time set aside in agenda for updates etc from Wellington
12/6/2018, 14/8/2018
Govt –3 Waters Review
https://www.dia.govt.nz/Three-waters-review
Canterbury Mayoral Forum working groups
Stormwater consent – a number of TAs currently applying to renew consents under
the LWRP

Update “Bridge” Project
12/6/2018 RC mtg
Ian Whitehouse
Discussed at WG 13/2/2018

Update at BR WG 13/2/2018
Maree Willets (ECan)

In discussion with research Institutions and Govt Agencies eg. DOC

Who

4. Progress - Issues Raised During Previous Meetings

Done
Regional 3 Waters (Stefanie
Rixecker
(ECan),
Stormwater
Forum (Gerard Cleary WDC)
14 August

Ongoing

Govt. actions not yet clear

Ongoing

Ongoing
Update on regional willow control
project November WG

Status

12 June

12 June

MPI Economics unit
report on the cost of
stock exclusion
Communication
report on engaging
with urban residents
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Campaigns on water use efficiency
eg. Christchurch City Council
https://www.ccc.govt.nz/services/water-and-drainage/water-supply/about-the-watersupply/water-saving-tips/
eg. Ashburton District Council

Territorial Authorities
Stormwater
eg. Hurunui District Council
http://www.hurunui.govt.nz/services/stormwater-and-drainage/stormwater-and-yourhome/
eg. Waimakriri District Council
https://www.waimakariri.govt.nz/have-a-say/lets-talk/closed-consultations2/lets-talkabout-the-long-term-plan-2018-2028/topics/water-management/accordionpages/stormwater
eg. Timaru District Council
https://www.timaru.govt.nz/services/environment/waste-water/keeping-sormwaterand-waterways-clean

Christchurch West Melton Communication Plan
Campaign Focus - urban stormwater
Led by the zone committee and supported by ECan and CCC
Communication Strategy contained in 26 July Agenda
https://preview.ecan.govt.nz/get-involved/council-and-committeemeetings/view/2018/07?meeting-type=7

https://www.mpi.govt.nz/dmsdocument/16513/loggedIn

Ongoing
CWMZC leading

Done

Auditor General
Report

Responsible
Camping

Education and
communication

14 August

14 August

14 August

14 August

Biodiversity and
FEPs
Water Efficiency
Update

14 August

Request for a standard item
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A Responsible Camping Forum is working at national level
https://tia.org.nz/advocacy/tia-projects/responsible-camping/

Is this issue being covered by the Mayoral Forum? Yes - the Mayoral Forum has
had a working group on this issue and has been lobbying central govt for funds

What is the nature and scale of the issue in Canterbury?
What data is there?

Monitoring how water is used for irrigation
https://www.oag.govt.nz/2018/irrigation

Auditor General Water Programme
https://www.oag.govt.nz/reports/water/

Request to add biodiversity to FEPs by adding to Schedule 7 Land and Water
Regional Plan – wish to have further discussion
How are we tracking against the targets?
Check CWMS 2017 Targets Report

https://www.ashburtondc.govt.nz/our-services/water-services/Pages/waterconservation.aspx
eg. Mackenzie District Council
http://www.mackenzie.govt.nz/site/Community/Essential/Hot_Tips_For_Saving_Wat
er.aspx

Need further clarification – what
does the Reg Cmtt want to know?
How will this information contribute
to the current priorities of the
committee?

Need to match the effect of
“irresponsible camping” with the
delivery of CWMS targets

Need further clarification – what
does the Reg Cmtt want to know?
How will this information contribute
to the current priorities of the
committee?

Discussion on FEPs and Audits
scheduled for Reg Cmtt 9 October
Need further clarification – what
does the Reg Cmtt want to know
that is not reported in the 2017
Targets Report? How will this
information contribute to the current
priorities of the committee?
Need further clarification – what
does the Reg Cmtt want to know?
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DAVID.HILL

impactson the environmentto
consider, as well as enhancing

(u)alliedpress. co. nz

Developing a Waimakariri subregional plan is ".just the start of
thejourney",WaimakaririZone
CommitteechairmanDaveAshby
says.

The committee's drafUonc

implementationplan(Zip)to

mahingakai, the impactofthe
earthquakesandclimatechange,
and salinationlevels in the

KaiapoiRiver.
Once the recommendations

processwascomplete, the
committeewould startdeveloping
"sub-catchment p]ans".
"The zonecommittee sees sub-

Environment Canterbuiy's Land

and WaterRegional Planis due
(or release this week after several
years ofwork.
It was the first stage in a long

catchmentplansasthevehicleto
reaching those targets and we will
belookingto roll out twoper
year," M rAshbysaid.
There wore sevoral sub-

process, hesaid
Once Uic draft was released, the

catchments, which had different

public would have until the end of
Octoberto express theirviews

challenges, including nUrate runofl'in areas with lighter soils and

before the comm ittee made final
reconitncndationsto Environment

phosphorus,sedimentandE. wli

Canterbury(ECan).
ECan planners would then turn

There was also the question of
how to improve nitrate levels in

in the heavier soils.

therecommendations into

the Silvcrstrcam calchmcnt and

legislation, which would become
operativein 2022,

otherdegradedwaterwaysto meet

While MrAshby was unable to

provide details before the public
release, he said the draftwould
outline incasures, including new

nilrale limits, to improvewater
quality, and the Uineframes to
meet them.
Whilethe recommendaUons

"will not please everybody", the
comniitlcc had attempted to
considerthe needsoflandowners,

including farmers, lifcstylc block
owners andthesalmonhaicheryat
Silverslream, There were also
challenges 111urban areas, the
needs ol recreational users and

national standards, he said.
"The solutions to each of'lhose
issues arc different and we need to
addresseach one and tailor the
solutions to (ix those problems.
"We have limited resources and

limited Umc, bulwewill berelying
oil landownerbuy-into mcctthcsc
targets."
TheCam River, a Kaiapoi River

tributary, was likely to beup first,
thanks to a report already

completedty environmental
consultantDrHenryHudsonthat
highlighted riparian management,
sediment traps and idcnti tying
critical source areas.
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Second MAR site seen as

winner for river, aquifer
ByJohnKeast
A switch wasnicked,

thenRangitataRiwr
bubbled in a basin, then

concretesetlling basin
beforeflowingintn the
stonybedoftheSouth
Hindsriverbed.
Hundreds ofnative

gorse, blackberryand
muehlentaeckia.

The area lias been
seecl-bombedand

plants have been put In

planted physically and it
is hoped to reclaim 24iia

South Hindsriverbed.
It is there ft will do its
work: increase flows in
the HindsRiver - often

tiiere, and sanctuaries
created for lizards.
ThecomiBunity-

Runanga o Arowhenua.

diyin itsmiddle reaches
- replenish underlying
aquifers,1'cednewly
planted native plants,

working with
Environment
Canterbury, Rangiiata

slid along a man-made
creekbedin thedry

enhance a wetland and,

il ishoped, enhance
bores used to supply
water to Mayfield.
The water was

released on Sunday as

partoftheworkbythe
ManagedAquitcr
Recharge Governance
Group'sproject to boost
aquifors,dilure nitraies
and litl river and slream
flows.
MAR'S wmral site is

near Tinwald, and it

operatessuvera) mucli

basedMAR groupis

The area is also home

Diversion race

ManagementLtd, Te
Runangao Arowhenua
andtheAshburton

council in the project.

Governance group
m anyboxesandofal 1

The primary objective
of llie Hekeao/Hinds

RiverProject(HHRP)
is 10increase the

crowningglory.
Thewater-upto 200

cultural values while

the IIinds River to

improve ecologicaland

consented but unused

also increasing natural
recharge10aquit'ers.

Ashburton District
Council stnckwatur.
It is released from the

it ishopededitwill

Race near Mayl'ield.
The RD R has a
control gale system war

Thewaterwill also
liiikwith a wetland and
move into the area.

Another design
feaUire arises out of Te

Runanga o

the South Hinds-in an

Arowhcnua's inleresi

craurgeucy, il'the r.idial
gaies at Klundyke blew

and overall benefit IDreestablishing native

out, the water in the

races(.'oiild becaught
and released thrauch

siplions - andilic water
is drawn off there into a

rechargeareasalso has
Diepotential foreel and
oiherspecies.
TheMARgrouphas

MAR sites, the one at
South Hindswaslikely
t" be the besi.

reliabilityandflowsof

Rangitata Diversion

to three lizardvarieties
and rock piles have been
extendedand lizard fond
varielies planted. A
wetland between [he Iwo

puniiissjon to use up lu
500 litres a secondof
Ashburton council water.

chairmanPeterLowe,
said the project ticktid

smaller sites, bul the
release into the Soilth
Hinds may yet be its
litres a secund - is

of river flat. Seedwas
sourced from Te

species on the flood
plain area-s.
This area is now

covered in broom,
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Chances ofsalvaging Hunter scheme slim
JoanneHolden
.

joanne. holden@stuff. co. nz

The chances ofsalvaging the Hunter
Downs Water (HDW) irrigation
scheme are slim after the major
funding shortfall announced this

week, a spokeswoman for the project said.

The scheme, which had been in

developmentformorethan15years,

Blue Cliffs Station farmer and
HDW investor William Rolleston
saidthere was "quite a lot of uncer-

tainty in the farmingcommunity at

the moment" with the Government
expected to roll out tighter
restrictions for the sector in the
coming years.

"Quite a number of farmers are
unaware what the outlook is for the
next 10years.

"There'sno needforurgency.It's

"However that may be, from my
personal perspective I saw the
scheme as a possible alternative
source of domestic water if any of
our current sources ever became
compromised.

"Whilethe scheme will now not
proceed I am confident we can still
access water from the Waitaki
River, if we ever need it in the

future, without relying on an agricultural irrigation scheme,"
O'Connor said.

faUed to secure the $18.55 mUlion in
Investor funding needed to get construction underway, due to a "sig-

Rolleston was still optimistic
about the future of the scheme fol-

nificant drop off in support from
those farmers previously commit-

lowing Fraser's announcement,
believing it was not necessarilythe

farmers are unaware

end.
"I think there is still a worth-

whatthe outlook isfor

ted", HDW chairman Andrew
Fraser said in a statement released
on Thursday.

HDW spokeswoman Stacey Scott
said the scheme had been slimmed

down significantly over the years originallyproposedto irrigate32,000
hectares for farmers' use, the latest
version encompassed 12, 000ha from

the Waitaki River through
Walmate's northern district to
Tlmaru.

"This was the small-scale option.
The uptake is not here at this time
so there's no other options, " Scott
said.

The group would stiU be working
with Meridian Energy to secure
water take consent for the area and

allow them until 2026 to get a plan
running.

"The options are there in the

future if there becomes an appetite
for it."

time to get back to basics."

"Quitea number of

while opportunity of re-purposing
the scheme as a community-

the next 10years."

oriented scheme, " he said.

William Rulteston, farmer

"Whenyou look at Environment

Canterbury's Land and WaterPlan,

a lot ofthe environmental outcomes
for the catchment were dependent
on the scheme in some form."
He suggested the HDW board sit

down with the Waimate District
CouncU,local iwi, andother affected
parties and debrief.

"Maybe the timing was not quite
right for the scheme, but now isn't

the time for finger-pointing, " he
said.

Waimate District councillor Tom

O'Connor felt the demise of the

HDW scheme was a lost opportunity, though many farmers had
told him they could not justify
investing in the project.
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